Prognosis and Diagnosis of Breast Cancer Using Interactive Dashboard Through Big Data Analytics
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Abstract

Background: Cancer is a life threatening disease of present scenario among which breast cancer is the second highly mortal disease in women. There are several stages of cancer and an early detection of breast cancer can reduce the mortality rate. The primary detection of breast cancer is mammography due to the naked eye prediction of the disease by radiologist, they suggest for the next level of diagnosis like MRI, PET or biopsy. These tests are time consuming and not cost effective. In this work, we aim for an interactive dashboard methodology to determine the presence or absence of a distinct mass called tumor in mammographic image. Here we also tend to confirm the mass to be benign or malignant by analyzing the shape of the mass using image processing techniques. We also predict a possibility to determine the stages of breast cancer using big data and cloud as a next level to the computer aided method of cancer detection. Methodology: In this paper, we also use Backpropagation and Support vector machine system (SVM) for analysis of benign or malignant cancer, we can also predict the stage of cancer using mammographic images. Conclusion: The results performed in nntraintool determine the performance rate, training state, regression and error histogram of the test image. And the cloud and big data analysis idea suggest to a next level of home level cancer stage prediction.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women in United States. Breast cancer based on the stages the risk factor of the disease also increases. The cancer death rate is expected to reduce if the disease was to be diagnosed earlier. A periodical mammogram for women is always recommended to reduce the risk of breast cancer especially to women with a family history of cancer [1]. WHO’s special agency International agency of research on cancer evaluates the expiry rate of female death by breast cancer to be 400000 per year and it consecutively increasing every year [2]. The different stages of breast cancer are classified to different stages as the tumor size in breast and its invasion that has occurred in the auxiliary lymph nodes and other organs of human body [3]. The following are the stages of breast cancer explaining the characteristics of cancer cell.

The first step to detection of cancer in human body is by mammography. The mammogram images are visually examined by radiologist and report on the presence of cancer is given as positive or negative. The accuracy of visual conception of mammographic images is less due to the optical weariness (TABLE 1 and FIG. 1). To increase the accuracy of mammographic reading, we can follow several techniques like computer aided design, neural network, image processing etc. [4]. In few previous works, they focus on increasing the accuracy of mammography reading, ease of disease detection and to assist patients in a self-confirmation of disease and stages of disease instead of a second opinion. In several cases the mammographic screening leads to misinterpretation of noncancerous growth and the prediction can be termed as false-positive value for positive and false-negative value for negative. There are also several cases where the screening gives a type I error i.e. false-negative error on a positive case [5]. This leads to the severity of unidentified cancer within a short period of time due to high rate of proliferation. Sometimes even highly dense breast gives very less information on cancerous cell presence by mammography due to the lack of accuracy normally the radiologist directs the patients for a next level of detection such as MRI, PET scan and biopsy. In such cases the computer science creates a great platform to the next level of disease determination that reduces cost and time [6,7]. The outputs of mammography with the help of computer technologies help to predict cancer and the cancer present to be benign or malignant. The various techniques like Machine learning techniques, and Deep Learning methods and computer aided design technologies are utilized to detect the presence of cancer cells from the mammographic images. The most common tool that has inspired human in modeling complex nonlinear function is Artificial Neural network (ANN). This model recognizes the image patterns and helps in the detection of lumps in the mammogram images [8,9].

TABLE 1. Different stages of breast cancer [3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 0</td>
<td>Tumors that have not grown beyond their site of origin and invaded the neighbouring tissue. They include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ductal carcinoma in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lobular carcinoma in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>Tumor size &lt;2 cm, metastases to other organs and tissues not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2a</td>
<td>Tumor &lt;2 cm in cross-section with involvement of the lymph node or tumor from 2 cm to 5 cm without involvement of the axillary lymph nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2b</td>
<td>Tumor more than 5 cm in cross-section (the result of the axillary lymph node research is negative for cancer cells) or tumor from 2 cm to 5 cm in diameter with involvement of axillary lymph nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3a</td>
<td>Also, called local spread of breast cancer: tumor more than 5 cm with spread to axillary lymph nodes or tumor of any size with metastases in axillary lymph nodes, which are knitted to each other or with the surrounding tissues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3b</td>
<td>Tumor of any size with metastases into the skin, chest wall or internal lymph nodes of the mammary glands (located below the breast inside the chest)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3c</td>
<td>Tumor of any size with a more wide spread metastases and involvement of more lymph nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>Defined as the presence of tumors (regardless of the sizes), spread to the parts of the body that are located far removed from the chest (bones, lungs, liver, brain or distant lymph nodes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The computer aided detection is used in the field of medicine recently to reduce the medical expenses. This technique is used to determine the doubtful lesion and characterize the malignancy of the specific lesion. The detection side of this technique, the CADe helps to recognize and locate the cancerous area from the input image whereas the CADx system helps to diagnose the disease and classify the cancerous location to be benign or malignant tissue [10-13]. The cancer detection tool CADe follows a region based or pixel based algorithm to extract the Region of interest (ROIs) from the mammographic images. These methods consider the size, color, and morphology of the tumor. When the input feed of the size and morphology of the tumor is fed to the algorithm helps in detecting the region to be cancerous or normal. By sharpness and the margin distinction in any mammography image the computer aided design searches for a specific mass that denotes greater possibility to malignancy. From the image after the distinction of the mass there needs to be an extraction of the region with a higher resolution. The next step is the classification of the extracted image to be benign or malignant [14-17]. Microcalcifications are small calcium deposits that might be a symbol of starting stage of cancer in the future. Techniques like wavelet transforms, local area threshold are used to locate high spatial frequencies in the image to locate the calcification [18,19].

Right after mammography, MRI and PET biopsy is a compulsory option for the confirmation of grades of cancer. By using a CADx system the image extracted and expected to be the tumor mass can be predicted as benign or malignant [20]. The main aim of this work is to use image processing technique, neural networking to predict tumor and by using back propagation and support vector machine algorithm to detect weather the extracted tumor is benign or malignant. Here as a next level of computer aided prediction we propose a method to determine the extracted tumor image as stage I, II, III or IV. This method gives better accuracy and reduces the time and cost consumption compared to the traditional methods of cancer stage detection.

![Mammographic images of different stages of cancer](image)

**FIG. 1.** Mammographic images of different stages of cancer. The mammographic images of different stages of cancer. (1a) Stage 0, where the tumor is benign, (1b) Stage IA, where the tumor is malignant without invasion, (1c) Stage IB, where the tumor is malignant with invasion, (1d) Stage IIA, where more than 2cm tumor observed, (1e) Stage IIB,
where 0.2 mm to 2 mm sized invasion observed, (f) Stage III, where a tumor more than 5 cm observed, (g) Stage IV, where a very large tumor with high spreading to numerous region in breast and outside breast.

Materials and methods

Proposed system

We suggest in this paper a unique method of digital mammogram reading. There are several computer aided and image processing methods to determine the presence of breast cancer. In this paper we propose a method to determine the presence of breast cancer using Deep learning algorithm. Here we implement to use an anisotropic diffusion filtering algorithm to reduce the image noise that is observed in a negative like mammogram image. The mammogram image is subjected to peak signal to noise ratio, mean squared error, and contrast to noise ratio as a measure of image quality to increase the sharpness of the image. We also use a backpropagation and support vector machine as an optimization and regression analysis.

Big data analysis

For analyzing and storing a huge amount of mammographic images, big data analytics is a solution. The life cycle of big data is the primary prediction system. The system stimulates a predicting model, analysing disease patterns and statistical implements and algorithms to improve clinical tribulation design and more. The system being the initial stage but is the future of the while research of some immensely colossal data analytics is promising for a healthier population with an increase of life expectancy and reduction of health care cost (SCHEME 1).

Machine learning

Machine learning based on Artificial Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines have predicted a better accuracy in tumor detection and microcalcification differentiation. The mass and microcalcifications are to be differentiated to differentiate a tumor from benign or malignant. So the differentiation is usually done by the shape and margin of the mass (FIG. 2). The system by a superficial mode determines the mass shape to be regular or irregular. In most cases the regular image is benign and the irregular being malignant [21-23].

The following are the few machine learning methods:
SVM-Based featureless approach

- Here the SVM utilizes 2 classifiers whereas the mass retrivation is performed by the first SVM and the other reduces false positive.
- The input datasets from the mammographic images are used as a source to compare with the test image. The stored input images are the trained images and it is done using the ANN based classifiers and logistic regression.
- The automated CAD helps in the refining of the test image by using edge based segmentation to extract ROI.
- The following five modules (Preprocessing, Filtering process, Enhancement process, Feature extraction process, Classification process) are followed to get to a conclusion of benign or malignant tissue from the ROI image extracted from the test image.

![Neural Network Training](image)

**FIG. 2. Neural network training tool.**

**Preprocessing**

The pre-processing of the input image is performed to recognize any abnormality when compared to a normal breast image [24].

**Step 1:** The test image is superimposed over a normal breast image to restrict the further analysis to Region of Interest (ROI). The only difference from the normal breast image to the test image will be the tumor. This specific tumor region will be extracted and that is considered as region of interest.

**Step 2:** In our first module, we reduce Speckle noise, a noise that reduces the quality of the image in a form of synthetic aperture radar (SAR), active radar, medical ultrasound and coherence tomography images.

**Step 3:** The image is saved to a JPG, DICOM, and PGM format with an image dimension changed to 256*256 or 512*512

**Step 4:** The size of the image is calculated.

**Step 5:** Speckle noise reduction is achieved by converting the image to grey color.

**Filtering process**

A nonlinear median filtering operation commonly used in image processing is a major tool to reduce noise in image. Most images have variations in illumination and intensity. There is also a possibility of poor contrast leading to the discomfort in using the image directly. Due to this major reason, we follow a process called as filtering to convert the pixel intensity of image to improve the corrupted image and also this process improves the contrast of the image by removing noises and helps in revealing certain minute characteristics of image. There will be template matching performed that detects the known patterns of the image to the background image given [25].

**Step 1:** In our next module, we use median filtering in matlab
Step 2: B = medfilt2 (A)
Median filtering performs a median filtering of the matrix A in two dimensions. The output obtained is in pixel and the result contains a median value in a 3-by-3 neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in the input image.

Step 3: Perona-Malik diffusion, another name for anisotropic diffusion is a technique to perform noise reduction without affecting the image or removing any important parts from the image content.

Enhancement process
To improve the digital image quality and to adjust the image quality the process of enlargement is usually used. Here we can brighten an image, remove the noise and also sharpen the image which helps in the easier detection of key features [26].

Step 1: To perform the process of enhancement a histogram technique is followed.
Step 2: Histogram(X) creates a histogram plot of X where the automatic bucketing is performed. It is performed to reduce minor observation errors. The main data values uses an automatic bucketing algorithm that returns bins with a uniform range that covers a specific range of elements in X focusing the background shape of distribution.

Feature extraction process
In image processing the basic feature extraction given an initial set of values and develops a set of derived values that is expected to be informative and non-redundant [27]. This leads to the following steps:

Step 1: A large input data to an algorithm that is needed to be performed can be transformed to a set of specific features that is reduced to a limited size.
Step 2: The extracted features with the necessary input to be used for further process as it is better than using the complete image of larger size.

Classification process
The support vector machine algorithm is used as a final process here to differentiate and split -ve and +ve.
If -ve “Breast cancer not confirmed” is the result obtained.
If +ve “Breast cancer” is confirmed and we analysis what kind of breast cancer using back propagation and support vector machine.

Back propagation
The multi-layered feed forward neural network is a basic structural unit where there is a multiple input fed with characteristic features in it that can be compared to the output image. The multilayer input only plays the role of passing the input vector feeding to the network. Now the hidden layer that has a connection with input layer is also connected to the output layer with connection weights.
The variations of the back propagation algorithm are as follows:
The unique approach to minimize the errors is by using gradient descent [R (θ)], called back-propagation in this setting [28].
The updated weights and biases follow,

Let \( z_{m} = \sigma(\alpha_{0m} + \alpha^{x}_{m} x_{i}) \) and \( z_{i} = (z_{1i}, z_{2i}, \ldots, z_{Mi}) \). Then:
\[ R(\theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_i \]

\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} (y_{ik} - f_k(x_i))^2, \]

With the following derivatives:

\[ \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{km}} = -2(y_{ik} - f_k(x_i))g'_k(\beta_k^T z_i)z_{mi}, \]

\[ \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{ml}} = -\sum_{k=1}^{K} 2(y_{ik} - f_k(x_i))g'_k(\beta_k^T z_i)\sigma'(\alpha_m x_i)x_{il} \]

These derivatives give a \((r + 1)\) st iteration where the learning rate is denoted as \(\gamma_r\):

\[ \beta_{km}^{(r+1)} = \beta_{km}^{(r)} - \gamma_r \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{km}^{(r)}}, \]

\[ \beta_{ml}^{(r+1)} = \beta_{ml}^{(r)} - \gamma_r \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{ml}^{(r)}}, \]

The simplified derivatives are,

\[ S_{mi} + \sigma'(\alpha_m x_i) \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{km} \delta_{ki} \]

The \(\delta_{ki}\) and \(S_{mi}\) are quantities called as “errors”

The output layer errors \(\delta_{mi} + \sigma'(\alpha_m x_i) \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{km} \delta_{ki}\)

As their definition satisfying the back-propagation equations:

\[ \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{km}} = \delta_{ki} z_{mi}, \]
\[ \frac{\partial R_i}{\partial \beta_{ml}} = \delta_{mi} x_i, \]

The two pass algorithm is used as a forward pass and backward pass to review on the errors.

The penalty to the error, \( R(\theta) + \lambda J(\theta) \) where:

\[ J(\theta) = \sum_{km} \beta_{km}^2 + \sum_{ml} \alpha_{ml}^2 \]

Algorithm

In the early stage assign the network values (as small values)
   do
       for (every training example
           Forecast = neural network output
           real = train-output (ex)
           calculate error(forecast-real) at the production units
           calculate \( \Delta \omega_h \) for all values from hidden layer directed to
           output layer
           calculate \( \Delta \omega_i \) for all values from input layer directed to hidden
           layer
           renew network values
           until all examples differentiated correctly
   return the network

SVM algorithm: It is a supervised learning model with a learning algorithm that uses the input data to give a result on regression analysis. A non-probabilistic binary linear classification called kernel trick is used to map their inputs into a high dimensional feature spaces. It is a hyperplane with infinite dimensional space that is utilized for regression calculation, classification etc.

The hyperplanes set a kernel function \( k(x, y) \) vector in the space.

The hyperplane vector parameter: \( \alpha_i \)

The hyperplane feature vector: \( x_i \)

The hyperplane feature space: \( x \)

These are mapped in space with the relation: \( \sum_i \alpha_i k(x_i, x) = cons \tan t \)

Neural network training tool: The function of nntrain tool provides hidden layers and hidden neuron based on the complexity of the tool. The following characteristics of function are:

- Formula
- Data
- Hidden data
- Threshold
- Repetitions
The number of hidden neurons should be determined in relation to the needed complexity.

**Levenberg-Marquardt**

Second order training speed followed the quasi-Newton methods, in which the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was designed [29].

The tool helps in giving the following results

- Performance
- Training state
- Error histogram
- Regression

**Existing System and Proposed System**

**Comparison of performance-perceptron and SVM**

In the below chart we can very distinctively find that perceptron, previously followed computer aided tool showed less accuracy compared to the SVM tool (FIG. 3a).

**Comparison of performance-backpropagation and SVM**

The comparison is done using the two important tools of Artificial Neural Networks. The performance rates of the tools are shown in the form of chart. The chart explains the performance of Backpropagation and SVM to be effective and accurate with a high-performance rate (FIG. 3b).
Results
This paper, establishes a unique method of high accuracy to predict a computer aided breast cancer analysis. The usage of Artificial Neural Network with a Support Vector Machine and Backpropagation algorithm to classify the mass of tumor as benign or malignant has been discovered to be a very efficient method with high precision. The previously used tool perceptron was shown with a less performance rate when compared to the back propagation and SVM tool. The presence of breast cancer and the classification of breast cancer with high accuracy can be performed and confirmed with neural networking tools. In this paper, we also propose a new field of research to which the ROI extracted can be compared to a series of input image to determine the shape and size of the image. Once the size of the image is determined we can predict the stages of breast cancer an early determination of breast cancer is curable. This same protocol extending to the next level of stage determination of breast cancer can also be extended and proved using the same method.

The test image fed as input (FIG. 4) to the system is compared to the healthy breast image. The test image we have fed has a presence of tumor. This test image is resized and filtered to determine the mass region of the breast (FIG. 5). When a superimposing of the image over the normal image is done only the mass expected to be the tumor is distinguished. In this test image the mass is figured filtered to increase the haziness in the image and distinguished as a region of interest (ROI) (FIG. 6). The filtered image increases the accuracy to determine the ROI. The ROI image is extracted separately erosion and segmentation of the image is performed to remove the noise in the image (FIG. 7). The image where the noise is removed undergoes an analysis to determine the calcification and shape of the image (FIG. 8). Based on the ROI the mass is separated and detected to give the end result as presence of “Breast Cancer” (FIG. 9).

For the classification of breast cancer to be benign or malignant a major analysis of the mass is to be observed. If the mass extracted is of a specific shape probably rounded, then the cancer has not started its proliferation to the neighboring region. So, if the mass observed is round or with a specific shape then the cancer expected can be classified as benign. If there is any irregular shape observed in the extracted mass it can be concluded as the tumor has started spreading to the neighboring regions leading to an irregular mass. This irregular mass observed can be proposed as malignant cancer. The tumor determined output fed to the neural network training tool (FIG. 10) performances several tasks to confirm the accuracy of the image extraction and result prediction. The training tool gives a performance result that shows a mean squared error chart as a comparison with training set and the test input (FIG. 11). The tool also gives an error histogram result, regression chart and training state of the input image (FIG. 12-14). These are tools for a confirmation of accuracy determination in the process performed.

Discussion and Conclusion
This paper, establishes a unique method of high accuracy to predict a computer aided breast cancer analysis. The usage of Artificial Neural Network with a Support Vector Machine and Backpropagation algorithm to classify the mass of tumor as benign or malignant has been discovered to be a very efficient method with high precision. The previously used tool perceptron was shown with a less performance rate when compared to the back propagation and SVM tool. The presence of breast cancer and the classification of breast cancer with high accuracy can be performed and confirmed with neural networking tools.
FIG. 4. Process Output 1. Test image saved is opened to follow the serious of process to determine the tumour.

FIG. 5. Process output 2. Superimposition of test image with data sets, resizing and filtering of the mammographic image.
FIG. 6. Process output 3. The Region of Interest (ROI) extraction process.


FIG. 11. Neural network training tool—Performance chart. Performance chart—The test image showing the 10° Mean Squared Error performance rate when compared to the validation and train data set values.

FIG. 12. Neural Network Training state gradient graph.
FIG. 13. Neural network training error histogram.

FIG. 14. Neural network regression graph.
In this paper, we also propose a new field of research to which the ROI extracted can be compared to a series of input image to determine the shape and size of the image. Once the size of the image is determined we can predict the stages of breast cancer an early determination of breast cancer are curable. This same protocol extending to the next level of stage determination of breast cancer can also be extended and proved using the same method.
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